Professor John Donovan  
MIT, Sloan School  
50 Memorial Drive  
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139  

Dear John:  

I would appreciate your conveying my personal and enthusiastic commendations to the Communications Systems Representatives and Systems Managers of AT & T on being honored for their outstanding contributions to American industry.  

The contributions the award recipients have made to our high technology industry are vitally important in maintaining our competitive advantage throughout the world, and increasing the productivity of the American people, particularly in the areas of data communication and data processing.  

I am pleased that so many of the people being honored today were able to visit the state of Massachusetts and enjoy the educational and cultural opportunities of which we are so proud. And on a more personal note, I am particularly touched to learn that some 1000 of these people have made personal visits to the John F. Kennedy Library.  

With my best wishes to all the honorees for their continued success,  

Sincerely,  

Edward M. Kennedy